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Increasingly, companies are monitoring and 
recording the digital activities of their employees, privileged 
users and third parties to help protect critical business and 
customer data from insider threats. Not surprisingly, this 
has been met with concern on the part of employees, 
who fear that monitoring is stepping on their rights 
to privacy in the workplace. 

However, a combination of transparency and common 
sense policy can bridge these two seemingly diametric 
positions. After all, if an employer seeks to meet regulatory 
compliance and/or protect customer and employee data, 
and can do so without infringing on employee rights, 
then both sides will benefit from greater 
efficiency and security.

“We enjoy showing off to our 

customers that every user action 

is recorded. This increases 

confidence all around.”

Rick Beecroft, Area Manager, 

Americas and Pacific Rim
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ObserveIT makes it easy to preserve the explicit accountability of all user access to sensitive data, while respecting 

and honoring employee privacy.  First, we provide the ability to control exactly what is and isn’t recorded.  Second, 

ObserveIT delivers the power to control exactly who is able to view the recordings and who is prohibited from viewing 

them.  Finally, we offer the option of transparent notification at the login screen to employees that they are being 

monitored.  These three pillars will ensure your company is secure while upholding your employees’ privacy.

The Pillars of Privacy Protection 

Pillars of Privacy
Protection

Control what 
to Record

Set specific
applications, 
users, servers, 
actions and 
assets to be 
recorded 
or not

Control Who 
can View

Our “four eyes 
protection” 
method enables 
ultimate privacy 
for your video 
playback 
recordings

Control Who 
can View

Our secondary
password 
function informs 
all user outlining 
what is being 
monitored 
before they 
start their 
session
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The ObserveIT solution enables administrators to set exactly what actions will be 

recorded and what actions won’t be.  Our monitoring allows specific users, servers, 

applications, assets, and even individual user actions to either be recorded or 

prevented from being recorded.

Let’s see an example.  Let’s say you want to record all applications except Facebook 

and Gmail.  This is a common use case for our application recording policy feature, as 

employees often consider this activity private.  Simply enter what applications you wish 

to exclude, and ObserveIT takes care of the rest.

Figure 1:  
This example shows all 

applications will be recorded 

other than Facebook and Gmail.

Figure 2:  
This example shows 

ObserveIT’s double-sided 

approach.  You can choose to 

specifically include or exclude 

users.  This same function 

can be used for applications, 

servers, assets, and 

user actions.

Another example of the ability to precisely record is user recording.  In this example, 

you can see that we are choosing to record everyone except Alex.

Figure 1:

Figure 2:

First Pillar: Control What to Record
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Once the video playback recordings are stored, ObserveIT makes it simple to 

control exactly who can and can’t view these videos.  Our solution offers an optional 

“four eyes protection” method.  This means an IT admin does not have permission 

to view video playback without consulting an HR or legal department for a 

secondary password.  This standard protects employee privacy by making their 

activity only accessible with special permission.

Below is a screenshot of the ObserveIT video playback screen.  As you can see, all of 

the videos are locked indicated by the lock icon located under the video column.

Figure 3:  
When locked, video 

playbacks appear with a 

yellow lock symbol next to 

their play button.

Figure 4:  
Here is a zoomed in look of 

the lock button on the video 

playback screen.

Once the lock button is clicked, a password screen appears asking for the 

secondary password provided by HR, legal, or whatever department(s) you wish 

to have access control. 

Figure 3:

Figure 4:

Second Pillar: Control Who Can View 
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Ensuring Security While Maintaining Privacy

Figure 5:  
Clicking the lock button will 

launch the “Session Replay 

Privacy Protection” password 

screen.  

Figure 6:  
Once the correct password 

is entered, the ObserveIT 

Session Player is launched.  

This player will break 

down what activity occurred 

screenshot by screenshot.

“Four eyes protection” reassures employees that they are not constantly being watched 

and ensures security is available in case of a breach or unauthorized access.

Figure 5:

Figure 6:
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SIEM

Figure 5:  
Clicking the lock button will 

launch the “Session Replay 

Privacy Protection” password 

screen.  

Figure 6:  
Once the correct password 

is entered, the ObserveIT 

Session Player is launched.  

This player will break 

down what activity occurred 

screenshot by screenshot.

“Four eyes protection” reassures employees that they are not constantly being watched 

and ensures security is available in case of a breach or unauthorized access.

Figure 5:

Figure 6:

Third Pillar: Notify Employees

ObserveIT presents companies with the option of notifying employees that their 

session will be recorded.  If utilized, this feature puts a disclaimer on the login 

screen of every recorded session. 
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Third Pillar: Notify Employees 

ObserveIT presents companies with the option of notifying employees that their 

session will be recorded.  If utilized, this feature puts a disclaimer on the login 

screen of every recorded session.

This creates an open line of communication between the company and its 

employees.  Employees enjoy the satisfaction of knowing exactly how they are 

being monitored, and this tool from ObserveIT provides just that.

Below is the screen employees see when they use a machine with ObserveIT 

installed and the employee monitoring notification function turned on.

Figure 3:  
If a company enables the 

Secondary Identification Login 

function, this screen will appear 

when a user session is set to 

be recorded.  The user must 

agree to be recorded before 

continuing the session.

As you can see, the employee has to agree to being monitored before accessing the machine.  

The “All activity on this machine is recorded and monitored” text can be edited to meet the 

needs of your company.  Similarly, the image of ObserveIT’s logo can be changed to any 

image you desire, such as your company’s logo.

Figure 7:
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Employee Rights in the Workplace

USA (Federal Law): Electronic Communications Privacy Act (ECPA)
ECPA focuses primarily on the issue of government and law enforcement access to communications, but also includes Title 

II, which protects any electronic communications that are maintained in storage, typically in the form of computer-stored 

messages. Employee communications are protected in theory, but it is quite easy for employers to provide notice or show 

that employee actions are not in the company’s “interest”, providing the legal right to monitor employees.

USA (State Law)
Many states enact additional restrictions or clarification via state laws. While these vary from state to state, the heart of 

most of the restrictions remain in the realm of personal privacy, such as California’s Workplace Surveillance Labor Code 

Section 435, which prohibits video surveillance in areas that employees can reasonably expect privacy, such as changing 

rooms and restrooms. Some regulations extend these privacy rights to computer messages, but again a certain vagueness 

remains regarding what is considered private data remains. (ex: Personal messages posted on a private on-line forum 

during break time may be private, but what if the forum is public, or what it is done during work hours, etc.)

Canada: Personal Information Protection and Electronic Documents Act (PIPEDA)
As in the US laws, PIPEDA also calls for employee privacy rights, but leaves a somewhat vague definition of when it is 

justified to monitor employee computer activity. The Office of the Privacy Commissioner provides some guidelines, which 

call on the employer to show that the surveillance is necessary to meet a particular need; that the surveillance will likely be 

effective; that privacy loss is proportional to the benefit gained; and that no reasonable, less-invasive methods exist to 

meet the need.

Germany: Bundesdatenschutzgesetz (BDSG)
The BDSG is perhaps one of the strongest employee protection statutes implemented anywhere in the world. It calls for 

the very specific protection of user privacy rights in almost any form. However, this statute can still be maintained by 

assuring that union responsibility and coverage is included in any security protocols.

UK: Human Rights Act
The HRA allows employers monitor communications within the workplace only as the employee is aware of the monitoring 

before it takes place. Furthermore, employees have the right to see any personal information held about them.

European Union: Data Protection Directive 95/46/EC
This Data Protection Directive provides a wide range of guidelines for privacy assurance, without significant focus specifi-

cally on the employer-employee relationship within this area. The net result, as in the countries listed above, is again a 

situation where reasonable employee monitoring can be justified as long as there is a proper trail of Notification, Purpose, 

Consent, Security, Disclosure, Access and Accountability.

The right of employees to a reasonable level of privacy is quite clear, on moral as well as legal 
grounds. Laws are in place in most countries on this matter, including:
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Regulatory Mandates for Tracking User Acitivty

PCI-DSS
The Payment Card Industry Data Security Standard regulation provides 12 high-level requirements covering a wide range 

of issues related to credit card and financial information management, from access rights to data storage to audit monitor-

ing. These include “Requirement 10: Track and monitor all access to network resources and cardholder data”, with explicit 

details of what must be done. For example, Section 10.2 requires parties to “Implement automated audit trails for all 

system components to reconstruct the following events: ... 10.2.2: All actions taken by any individual with root or adminis-

trative privileges ... 10.2.7: Creation and deletion of system-level objects.”

HIPAA & HITECH
The U.S. Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act (HIPAA) specifies how organizations should manage Protected 

Health Information (PHI). This includes Security provisions (Subpart C) and Privacy provisions (Subpart E). These require-

ments are then further detailed in the subsequent Health Information Technology for Economic and Clinical Health Act 

(HITECH), which requires entities to “clearly identify employees and business partners” who access PHI, to “ensure that the 

data within its systems has not been changed or erased in an unauthorized manner”, and “make documentation of their 

HIPAA practices available to the government to determine compliance.”

ISO 27001
ISO 27001 is an Information Security Management System (ISMS) standard published by the International Organization for 

Standardization (ISO). Businesses that implement ISO 27001 can demonstrate reliable security practices to customers and 

business partners, thus establishing trust, meeting regulatory oversight requirements of many nations and saving costs by 

reducing the needs for ad hoc auditing processes. ISO 27001 calls on any compliant business to examine information 

security risks; implement comprehensive information security controls for risk treatment; and incorporate management 

processes in order to ensure the controls on an ongoing basis.

SOX
The U.S. Sarbanes-Oxley Act (SOX) is a wide-ranging act that requires all publicly traded companies to deploy internal 

controls for accountability and integrity of the financial reporting process. This broad issue includes Section 404: Assess-

ment of internal control, which many assess to be the most difficult and costly to satisfy. Fulfilling Section 404 is often 

achieved by adopting the COSO Framework, which include methods for Risk Assessment, Control Activities, and Monitor-

ing, among others. “If management fails to establish a monitoring process for its internal control system, either in the form 

of independent evaluations or ongoing monitoring, then a satisfactory rating for this control component normally would 

be inappropriate.”

While each compliance regulation is unique in its requirements, the core need surrounding 
sensitive data typically boils down to: “Make sure your data is secure, and make sure you can 
show exactly who did what do the data.” Some examples of accountability requirements 
include:
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Putting it All Together
Balancing employee privacy and security often pose 
difficult trade-offs for companies.  ObserveIT makes 
these difficult decisions easy for both employers and 
employees.  Companies who utilize ObserveIT will benefit 
by securing their critical systems and data, and see an 
increase in open communication with their employees.
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